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Changng Images of lMan - Part I

O.!V. Markley

The following paper is Part I of a two part series excerpted
from the 319-page Policy Research Report 4 of the Center for
the Study of Social Policy of the Stanlord Research /nsriture.
Part I examines the importance of society's image of the na-
ture of the human being for social evolution, and the obso-
lescence of the current Western industrial-economic image.
Part ll, to be printed in our fall, 1976 issue, will explore
characteristics oi an adequate image ol humankind and the
feasability of the emertence of such a new image.

O.W. Markley wes the Project Director for the Changing
lmages of Man report by the Stanford Research lnstitute.
Other contributions were Joseph Campbell, Dwayne Elgin,
Wllis Harman, Arlhur Hastings, floyd Matson, Brendan
O'Reagan, and Leslie Schneider.

g 1974 by Stanford Rerearch lnstitute. Reprinted by permission.

We must now look heyond
the technological and ma-
terial frontier to a new fron-
tier which ,s es.se ntially
that of man searching for
himself .

lmages of humankind which are dominant in a culture are
of fundamental importance because they underlie the ways in
which the society shapes its institutions, educates its young,
and goes about whatever it perceives its business to be.
Changes in these images are of particular concern at the
present time because our industrial society may be on the
threshold of a transformation as profound ai that which came
to Europe when the Medieval Age gave way to the rise of
science and the lndustrial Revolution.

A Working Definition of "tmage of Man"

We use "image of man" (or of man-in-the-universe) to
refer to (he set of assumptions held about the human being's
origin, naaure, abilities and characteristia,relationships with
others, and place in the universe. A coherent image might be
held by any individual or group, a political systern, a church,
or a civilization. lt would consist of beliefs as to whether we
are basically good or evil, whether our will is free or is
determined by external forces, whether we are cooperative
or competitive, whether we are essentially physical or
spiritual in nature whether men and women are essentially
equal, and so on. lt includes both what man (woman) "is" and
what he (she) "ought to be."

Most societies have an image of man, which defines his
social nature, for example. 8ut different societies may
assurne exaaly opposite social characteristics. Hopi culture,
for instance, sees man as ideally cooperative while "main-
stream" American culture usually sees the "best" man as
competitive. And of course, men and women behave in those
ways in each of those societies. lf the successful or ideal adult
is assumed to be competitive, then children as they grow up
are encouraged to be competitive, games are based on
competition, success in competition is rewarded, and
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Rampant industrialization and consumption need not prove
to be the dominant characteristics of our future society.

competition becomes a dominant motive, thus validating the
assumption of the image. The same is true, in a similar
manner, if a society's image defines man as cooperative, as

independent, or as having any other of the many possible
social attitudes.

An "image of the nature of man" is thus Gestalt perception
of humankind, both individual and colleaive, in relation to
the self, others, society, and the cosmos. lt may contain many
levels and face contradictions and paradoxes - as does the
living human being - and still be experienced as an organic
whole.

However, any image is necessarily selective, not only as to
r.qhat categories of human attributes are included, but also as

to the /acts which are asserted to be true of them. Some
images are narrow, ignoring many possibilities; others are
more comprehensive, embracing more of man's potential
being. Each, however, selects which ittributes and qualities
are to be considered real and which are to be developed,
admired, accepted, despised or otherwise attended to.

These images are held at varying degrees of an awareness
by persons and by societies. For some (e.g., the "True
Believers" described by Eric Hoffer), images are likely to be in '
the foref ront of awareness, seen as reality and used
consciously jn perceiving the world and in making decisions.
For mosl, however, assumptions about the nature of human
beings are held subconsciously. Only when these hidden
assumptions are recognized and brought into awareness is an
"image of man" constructed. Then the image can be
examined carefully with perspective, to be retained, dis'
carded, or changed.

tmages and Social Policy
ln this study we attempt to perceive and analyze the

"images of man" that are fundamental organizing principles
of our own civilization and key civilizations that have

contributed to it. No one knows the total Potentiality of
humankind, and our awareness of human "nature" is

selective, shaped by our symbolic and presymbolic images.

From the total possibilities nature, abilities, and
characteristics - our images of humankind reflect those

"tp*r 
we are "in touchl' with - being influlnced by

scientific knowledge, mythology, traditional assumptions,
and the institutions which already exist or which are

developing.
All public and private policy decisions necessarily embody

some view (or compromise of views) of man in theworld. The

kind of educational systems and educational goals a society

sets up, the ways in which it approaches the problems of

material distribution (poverty and wealth), how it treats the

welfare of its citizens, the priorities it gives to various human

needs - all these aspects and many more are affected by the

image of humankind that dominates the society. Precisely

how,ot course we c:lnnotsaywith detailed accuracy-which
is why metaphors, myths allegories, theories, (all of which

anempt to exPress an image) are useful. But in a very realway,
all policy issues are issues relating to fundamental assump-

fi

tions about the nature of man and his concerns:
o lf we see ourselves as 5eparate f rom or superior to nature,

then an exploitarion ethic can be fostered more easily.
o lf we see ourselves as part of or one with nature, then

an ecological ethic can be fostered more easily.
o lf we view human beings (e.g., in medicine, employment,

architeoure) as animated machines of physical partl
then non-physical aspects of our existence are likely to
be ignored.

o lf we view humans as solely spiritual rather than physical
beings, then material aspects of our existence are likely to
be ignored, (e.g., in public health, employment opportu-
nities, housing).

o lf human nature is seen as complete and fixed, then our
task is to adapt ourselves and our institutions to that
nature.

o lf hurnan nature is seen as continuint to evolve, then our
task is to understand the nature of that evolution and to
design our institutions to enhance that developrnent-

The Relevance ol Images to Modern Society
- While it is obviously important that our underlying images

and beliefs be good maps of the reality in which we live, we
probably do well not to pay them overmuch attention as long
as the continuing urelfare of society and its citizens seems
secure. Many of our present images appear to have become
dangerously obsolescent, however.

An image may be appropriate for one phase in the develop-
ment of a society, but once that stage is accomplished, the use
of rhe image as a continuing guide to action will likely create
more problems than it solves. (Figure 1 illustrates, in a highly
simplified way, the interaction between changing images of
man and a changing society.) While earlier societie:' most
difficult problems arose irom natural disasters such as pesti-
lence, famine, and floods (due to an inability to manipulate
the hunran's environment), our major problems emerge
unexpectedly from newly found abilities to manipulate our
environment and ourselves in unprecedented ways, and from
our failure to ensure wise exercising of the "Faustian" powers
(as Spengler termed them).

Science, technology, and economics have made possible
really significant strides toward achieving such basic hurnan
goals as physical safety and security, material comfon, ancj

better health. But as Table 1 illustrates, many of these
successes have brought with them problems of being "too
successful" - problems that themselves seem insoluble
within the set of societal yalue premises that led to their
ernergence. lmproved health, for example, has caused
population increases which exacerbate problems of social
organization, food distribution, and resource depletion- Our
highly developed systern of technology leads to a higher
vuinerability to breakdowns. lndeed, the range and inter-
connected impact of societal problems that are now
emerging pose a serious threat to our civilization.r

When images "lead" social development they are antici-
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Figurc 1

Hypothcrized Time,/Pherc Rcletionrhip Bctrccn lmegcr
end Sociel/Cultur:l Dcrclopment

patory, and provide direction for social change. !Vhen images
are in this relation to society they exert what Polak has termed
a "magnetic pull" toward the future.s By their attractiveness
and meaning they reinforce each movement which takes the
society toward them, and thus they influence the social
decisions which will bring them to realization.

As society moves toward achievement of the goals inherent
in the image, the congruence increases between the image
and the development of man and society: the promise of the
image is explored, needs are satisfied. Then, as with para-
digms and myths, there may come a period in which the
evolution of the society goes beyond the adequacies of the
image. Policies based on the dominant image then become
consequently f auky, even counterproductive, precipitating a

period of frustration, cultural disruption, or social crisis and
the stage is set for basic changes in either the image of man or
the organization of society.l

Furthermore, there is no indication that our society,
operating under its currently dominant guiding images and
value premises, will not continue to create such problems at
an increasing rate. Researchers at the Hudson lnstitute have
identif ied what they call a "basic lont-term multifold trend"
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that represents a cluster of social forces similar to those
causing the "successes" noted in Table l.a According to Kahn
and Bruce-Briggs, the multifold trend includes:

(1) lncreasingly sensare (empirical, this-worldly, secular,
humanistic, pragmatic, mainpulative, explicitly
rational, utilitarian,. contractual, epicurean,
hedonistic, etc.) cultures

(2) Bourgeois, bureaucratic, and meritocratic elites
(3) Centralization and concentration of economicand po-

litical power'
(4) Accumulation of scientific and technical knowledge
(5) lnstitutionalization of technological change, especially

research, develojment, innovation, and diffusion
(5) lncreasing military capability
(7) Westernization, modernization, and industrialization

(8) lncreasing af{luence and (recently) leisure

(9) Population growth
(10) Urbanization, recently suburbanization and "urban

sprarvl" - soon rhe growth of megalopolises
(11) Decreasing importance of grimary and (recently)

secondary and tertiary occupations; increasin6 impor-
tance of tertiary and (recently) quaternary occupations

(12) lncreasint literacy and education and (recently)
"knowledge industry" and increasing role of intellec-
tuals

(13) lnnovative and manipulative social engineering - i.e.,
rationality increasingly applied ro social, political,
cultural, and economic worlds as rvell as to shaping
and exploiting the material world - increasing
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problems ot ritualistic, incomplete, or pseud<
rationality

(14) lncreasingly universality of the multifold trend
(15) lncreasint tempo of change in all the above

lhe impact and likely cu;'rsequences (for better and f or worse
of continuing with this societal trajectory can be inferrec
f rom a study of Figures 2 through 5.5 lf such projections of the
future prove correct, we can expect the associated problems
of the trend to become more serious, more universal, and tc
occur more rapidly.

But the multifold trend (essentially, rampant industrializa-
tion and consumption), with the associated problems, need
not prove to be the dominant characteristic of our future
society. As Figures 2 through 5 imply, for most of human
history the growth of man's population was slow and its
impact on Earth ecology relatively small . Men lived close to
the soil in widely dispersed communities, such rhat the
actions of one community had relatively little impact on mosi

Figurc 2
Thc Growth oi Humen Numbcn

Fi6urc 3
Urbanization in thc Unitcd Steter
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Figure 4
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others not near by. But now society trows ever more
complex, specialized and interconnected, and the produc-
tion and distribution of essential goods and services is
increasingly dependent on the continued integrity of human
institutional systems. Human systems, however, depend on
trust, agreement, and political law rather than on unchanging
"natural" law, hence they are inherently less stable in times of
rapid cultural change than are "natural" systems. They are
particularly sensitive to breakdowns caused by war, terror-
ism and simplistic attempts at societal reform.

Salk has suggested a simple graphical way of compre-
hending these changes and the corresponding level of
changes that need to take place during the decades to come.6
As portrayed on Figure 5, the past and future history of
mankind can be represented as comprising two phases. Salk
calls the first phase, which includes all of mankind's past
history, Epoch A - an epoch in which (forthe above reasons)
the survival of the human species depended on essentially
individual actions, on the survivdl of the fittest, and on
successful competition with other life forms. He calls the-
second phase, which must characterize any desirable future,
Epoch B - a future in which mankind limits the growth of
those aoivities that undermine the weifare of the ecology;
hence where the survival of the species will depend more on
the behavior of the the .*hole species than of its individuals,
on cooperation rather than competition, and emphasizing
the survival, not of the physically fittest, but of the wisest.

Two Conrr:sti"r r*.,j:r"L"u?r.., History (Ionas selk)
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\4'hile it is perhaps unrealistic ro expect that the United
States and other industrial nations rvould voluntarily limit
their own consumption of physical resources and share their
wealth more equitably with less affluent nations, it may be
equally unrealistic to think that we will not be forced into
making just that choice. With only 67o of the world's
population, the United States currently uses about half of the
world's annual resource output. And it is this standard of
living that we enjoy that is the growrh goal of most deveiop-
ing nations - most of whose citizens are undernourished and
undereducated.

As the late Prime Minister of Canada, Lester Pearson,
observed,

"No planet can survive half siave, haif f ree; half engulfed
in misery, half careening aiong toward the supposed joys
of an almost unlimited consumption . . . Neither ecology
nor our morality could sunrive such contrasts . . ."
lVhile not all researchers agreee that such an epochal
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transition is facing makind, most atree lhat the developed
nations of Earth now face a series of fundamental dilemmas.
By more adequately understanding the nature of these
dilemmas, how they have emerged, and how they might be
resolved, it should be possible to see new possibilities for a

better future. As a conscise statement of why the role of
images is crucial to such an understanding, four different
types or "levels" of societal problems are delineated below.

(1) Substantive problems lie at an applied to operational
level, and are usually identified as immediate targets for
corrective attention or increased allocatjon of money
or other resources.

(2) Process problems are those that impede the process oi
collectively seltint priorities and strategies to solve the
substantive problems.

(3) Normative problems concern the appropriateness and
effectiveness of a people's values, preferences, goals,
and so forth, that are the basis of planning and priority
settint

(4) Conceptual problems are difficulties that seem to be
" intrinsic to the way we think, the words we use - in

short, to the particular vision or understanding of real-
ity that is dominant in a orlture - thus affecting our
ways of perceiving and doing; and also affecting the for-
mation of our normative values.T

These four categories can be thought of as referring to the
levels of (1) action, (2) communication and decision, (3) ideals,
and (4) ideas.

The importance of distirrguishing the above four aspects is
evidenced by the fact that most informed persons agree on
what the crucial substantive problems of our time are. Most of
the visible disagreement - at least in.the United State: -
occurs at the process level, in the assignment of priorities and
the choice of strategi$. But the third and fourth catetories,
normative and conceptual social problems, have been almost
totally ignored to date. By addressing ourselves to these
Ievels, we hope in this report to create new understanding
through which societal problems that previously looked
irresolvable may become increasingly tractable.

Signs of the Emergence of a New lmage
But this is only part of the story told by this study. An analysis

of the nature of contemporary societal problems, Ieads to the
conclusion that in some sense we stand at the end of the
industrial era, and that the images of man that dominated the
last two centuries will be inadequate to a post-industrial
period. However, there exists little evidence to suttest that
this need alone would bring about a new dominant imate, or
that a change in the dominant image could be accomplished
by rational deliberation, planning, and organized activity. On
the other hand, whether by fortunate circumstance or
creative unconscious processes, an emerging image with
some of the needed characteristics does seem to have made
its appearance.

This emerging image reinstates the transcendental, spiritual
side of man, so long ignored or denied by that official truth-
seeking institution of modern society, science. The nerv
image denies none of the conclusions of science in its
contemporary torm, but rather expands its boundaries. ln a

manner reminiscent of the well-worn wave-particle €xirn-
ple from physics, the new image reconciles such pairs of
"opposites" as body/sgirit, determinism/free will, and
science,/religion. lt includes the inner subjeoive as well as the
outer objective world as valid areas ol human experience

4

from which knowledge can be obtained. lt restores, ln a wav
the balance between the Middle Ages' preoccuparion witl-
the noumenal and the industrial era's preoccupation with thr
phenomenal.

The evidence that such a new image is emerging does no,
rest solely on the growth of "new trascendentalisrn'
movements; indeed, if there were nothing else to point ro
these might well be dismissed a5 rnere manifestations or
religious cultism such as often accompany periods ci
traumatic change. What cannot be dismissed, however, are
the new emphases and iindings in science which tend to
support the spontaneous belief-system changes of a more
popular sort.

One such development has been the discovery of the
existence of a host of measurable physiological and physical
correlates to inner, "private," subiective experience - rapic
eye movement, galvanic skin response, muscle tensions,
electric and magnetic fields around the body, EEC com-
ponents, etc. These new probes and tools are being used to
explore "altered states of consciousness," and have already
borne fruit in imporrant r-:S€irch findings. Thus science has
legitimated sysrematic exploration of those realms of hurnan
experience in which our deepest value commitments have
their source and which had heretofore been left to religion
and the humanities.

Even more revolurionary in its implications is the evidence
that a whole range of so-called "psychic" experience - f rorn
telepathic and clairvoyant perception to psychokinesis ani
mystical consciousness - may be a universally latent capacir:/
of man, seldom observed because it is almost torally
repressed.

More significan( Ihan the specific research findings is ine
new emphasis itself. For it seems that wherever the nature of
humankind has been probed deeply, we find the essentiai
duality of our experience. Mankind is found to be bcrn
physical and spiritual, biologically determined yet in sorne
sense freely choosing. We are each separate yet bound
together with others in a unity; we have natural urges toward
an ecological ethic and a determined striving toward rhe
highest we can discern, yet we are also selfish and often f ail rc
live up to our highest images and ideals.

The New lmage and Social Change
The power of an image to bring about change is not easily

demonstrated for two reasons: f irst, because of the intangibiii-
ty of images themselves and, second, because the exisring
scientific paradigm cannot readily accept the evidence
suggestint the power of images. However, there are
numeroui indieiations that a person's or a society's images
can strongly affect perceptions, and therefore aclions (see

Table 2).
The issues raised in this report are crucial ones. lndeed ir

the analysis is accurate, we may be experiencing the
beginning of an institurional transformation as profound i;r
its consequences as the lndustrial Revolution, ani
simultaneously a conceptual revolution as shaking as

the Copernican Revolution.
History gives us little reason to takecomfort in the prosoec

of fundamental and rapid social change - little reason io
think we can escape lvithout the accompanying threar ci
economic decline and social disruption considerably greaier
than anything we have experienced or care to imagine. If in
fact a f undamental and rapid change in basic perceptions ai'rc
values does occur, such a chaotic period seems inevitabie :i
the powerful momentum of the industrial era is turned in l
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new direction, and as the different members and institutions
of the society respond with different speeds. Thus, a great
deal depends upon a correct understanding of the nature of,
and the need for, the transformation which is upon us.

Such a venture a5 the one undertaken in this study must to
some extent be speculative. The validity of the transforma-
tional argument advanced in this work is not conclusively
demonstrable. At the least, however, the tentative con-
clusions of this study suggest that appropriate research
studies should be undertaken so that two or five years hence
we may be in a better position to answer two vital questions:
what image of man is required? What is the nature and extent
of the coming transformation of socity.

Economic Man: Servant to lndustrial Metaphors
The imperatives of technology and organization, not the images
of ideology, are what determine the shape of economic
society . . . I am led to the conclusion that we are the servants in
thought as in action, of the machines we have created ro s€rve
us't 

- J. K. Galbraith

Technology . . . has become rhe prime source of material
change and so determines the parrern of the roral social fabric,r

- R. J. Forbes

The above quotations reflect a prevailing sense that
technological and economic developmenrs have had a
dominanr influence upon rhe pattern o( our total societal
fabric. lndeed, industrialism is one of the most potent and
widely spread culiural/socieral systems in human history.
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ln America, no modern institution has escaped is influence:
the school, the family, the community and city, the church, all
have been influenced by this primary driving force of the
modern era.10 Thus, the industrialrevolution in modern times
refers to more than machines and markets; it refers also to the
peoole and institutions locked into a network of relationships
dominated by economic and technological forces. The
pervasiveness of economic forces suSgests that we cannot
anticipate the images of humankind that might emerge
without giving consideration to the tugs and pulls of
economic and technological.influences.

Sources of the'Economic lmage of Man
The social effects of the lndustrial Revolution markedly

transformed the lives and actions of individuals in Europe,
especially by the mid-nineteenth cenrury. For example, the
emergence of the concept of "factors of production" (land,
labor, and capital) had revolutionary implicarions for rhe
Western image of humankind. Humans (the labor compo-
nent) were no longer a part of the organic whole of society;
iather, the person, the laborer, became an objectified and
standardized component of the production process. The
tendency to see people as mere units in the production
process, bought in an impersonal mar,ket place and forced to
submit to the dictates of the factory in order to survive, wa5
reinforced by the post-mercantilist socioeconomic ideology
of laissez-faire, which discouraged tovernment intervention
in economic activities. The image inherent in this serrint
could reasonably be described as "economic manl':
rationalistic (able to calculate what was in his own self- '
interest), mechanistic (a facror of production), individualistic
(with grear responsibility to take care of himself), and
materialistic (with economic forces acting as primary if not
exclusive reward and control mechanisms).

ln addition to the chantes in economic structure that laid
the groundwork for a mar:ket economy and facrory-domi-
nated society, we also can identify some of the basic value
premises that emerged during that period of the Renaissance.
This is important since many elements of the dominant
images of mankind currently held by our society have their
origins in the Renaissance and its aftermath, and can be
inferred from the value premises of that era. These value
premises are discussed briefly below:
- Rationa/r'sm - Reason was elevated to a pinnacle in the
eighteenth century Age of Enlightenment: "Reason would
discover the natural /aws regulating existence, thereby
insuring the progress of the human race." A number of
threads formed the intelleauat fabric of rationalism. First,
there was the rejection of revelation as a source of truth. Truth
was no longer something that was found through a religious
intermediary and divine revelation; rather, truth was
discoverable through empirical observation of the world,
Second, there developed an invidious distinction between
reason and emotion. The rational mode of perceprion
became dominant since that was the mode most useful in
dealing with a physical world. "The way was paved for the
increasing preocolpation in modern time5 with phenomena
ihat were susceptible to mathematical and mechanical treat-
ment, and for the increasing suppression of non-mechanical
and so-called 'irrational experience'."t2 fhis suppression of
the non-mechanical went hand-in-hand with the indus-
trializing process, for that which could be calculated and
measured had practical utiliry in the industrialworld and what
was irrational did not.
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Mysteries of the cosmos
have s€emingly been dis-
placed by an incomprehen-
sible urban existence.

lndividualism - ln earlier societies, humans perceived
themselves as inseparable components of the seamless rveb of
being which extended throughout their natural social
environments.rr For example:

To the Creek, the city-state was not merely a legal struc-
ture; it was a way of life. Every aspect of daily existence
was intimately connected ',vith it. The individual derived
his importance from his relation to the stale; he rvas
viewed as a citizen who depends on the state and rvho
can contribute to its welfare. But it is the state that is
omnipotent.r.

Man also had a collectivist image of himself during the,\tidCle
Ages: "Each citizen, serf or priest or knight, knew his place in
the hierarchy of church and feudalirm; and all emo(ions were
channeled in community and religious ceremonies-,'r: With
the Renaissance and Reformation carne a new belief in the

- power and dignity of the individual. There arose a new
confidence that a person could overcome problemt and
forge a life by his own efforts and by following the prompt-
ings of his orvn conscience.

Secular Progress - As rhe emphasis shifted from collec-
tivism to individualism, so rhe focus of attention shifred ro lif e
on earth and attainments in the here and now, rather than
rewards in life hereafter. Man saw his future in an oprimistic
perspective. No longer was happiness something to be gained
in an afterlife - happiness could be found in rhis life. This
optimisrn was grounded in a faith thar the f urure would prove
to be congenial or at least neurral to the strivings of rhe
individual.t6 This corresponded with a faith in the porver of
science.

Natural Law - There developed a belief in a pre-esrab-
lished harmony in the universe, a natural law of exisrence. ln
its economic form, this was the belief that if every man
pursued his own self-interest for material gain, rhen the rvell-
being of society as a whole would be enhanced.

Manas Master -Man came ro think of himself asuniquely
apart from nature so that ir was his destiny to master the
natural environment. The roots of this concept of man,s
relationship ro his environment can be traced, in parr, ro
Judeo-Christian traditions. "Especially in its Western iorm,
Christianity is the most anthropocentric religion the rvorlci
has seen. Christianiry . . . nor only established a dualism of ;

man and nature but also insjsred rhat ir is Cod,s rvill rhar man ;

exploit nature for his proper ends-"1, With the industrial
period came the convertence of operational images of nran i

and technological means whereby man could master his
environment

Materialism - ln rhis period, rhe satisaiacion of the
individual's material wants became not only a nece5sary i

activity but a desirable one as well. Where, in the past, ihe
acquisition of wealth had been disdainfully regarded, a( leasr 

t
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theoretically, it now was strongly favored. Calvinism, as it
came to be applied, suggested that one's life here on earth

might hint at one's ultimate destination in the afterlife -to be
"cilled" to one's work and be diligent in wordly endeavors
while maintaining a spirit of rectitude wat outward evidence
of dedication to a religious life. Thus, "the energetic
merchant was, in Calvinist eyes, a Godly man, not an ungodly
one; and from this identification of work with wonh, it was

not long before the notion grew-up that the more successf ul a

man, the more worthy he was."tE One fiust Dot ov€f'
emphasize the role of the "Protestant Ethic" in the industriali'
zing process, yet "it is striking that without exception it was

the Protestant countries with their 'Puritan streak' of work
and thrift which forged ahead in the economic race."1e

The compatibility among these value premises is striking
and it is sutgestive of the extent to which these premises
collectively formed an image of man as posrssor of a tremen'
dous dynamism for altering the conditions of human
existence. This is well summarized by Woodruff who
examines the impao of European ideas upon the world and
concludes:

Nq civilization prior to the European had occasion to be-
lieve in the systematic material progress of the whole
human race; no civilization placed such stress upon the
quantity rather than the quality of life; no civilization
drove itself so relentlessly to an ever-rreeding goal; no
civilization was so passion-charged to replace what is

with what could be; no civilization had striven as the
West has done to direct the world according to its will; no
civilization has known so few moments of peace and
tranquility.:o

Although these value premises did not specify the exact form
of society that would evolve, they did articulate the ground
rules, so to speak, from which it would emerte. And in this
function they formed a resilient, potent, and enduring base

for the advent of the modern industrial era. But as the
industrial system gives way to its socioeconomic successor, so

should the images of humankind, the values, and the
conceptual milieu yield to the offspring they have helped
create.

The lmage. of Economic Man in the Contemporary
Sefting

We seem to have reached that point in American history
where our dominant image of economic rnan no longer fits
the physical reality. Until recently, the basicvalue premises of
individualism, secular progress, materialism, and so on, have
been commonplace in American society and gave sugport to
societal change in the form of the industrial system. Further,
these image components, growing out of the Renaissance,
were sufficiently embracing in their interpretation and
flexible in their adaptation to encompass a wide range of
societal changes without themselves fundamentally chang-
int - for example, theoretical notions of the essential
equality of all humankind, which have onlyvery recsntly, and
still not fully, been incorporated into society as a practical
reality. 8ut in the process of historical evolution, merely a

slight difference in rates of change can eventually create a

s;gnificant disparity between images and societal exper-
tence. This "lead-lag" phenomenon - shown in its general
version earlier as Figure ''l and related specifically to the
economic image of man in Figure 7 - takes on added
significance when appiied to the parricular historical period
stnce rhe lndustrial Revclution.
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ln Figure 7, a gor:.rayalof this period,the economic image is

at first anticipatory; in other words, it is operating as a set of
"ground rules" providing direction to societal change as

industrialism emerges. The gentle slope of image change in
the later portions of the industrial period sutgests that the
economic image continues to change, but in a slow evolu-
rionary way as it is articulated to a greater degree through
interaction with the changing living environment. ,{lso
during this stage, the living environment is gradually, and
then with increasing mornentum, being altered so as io

- conform with the rationale of the anticipatory, economic
image of man. Then follows a "short" period of relative
congruence or match between this image and the living
environment. The period of congruence does not last for long
since the economic image of man, which has become firmly
embedded in the whole societal f ramework, provides a base
for further changes in the living environment. Among these
changes are increasing urbanization, increasing material
abundance, growing energy utilization, and expanding
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transportalion and communication networks. Changes in this
living environment then proceed rapidly in accord with an
internal dynamic that can "overshoot" the image base f rom
rvhich the initial momentum derived. ln this later phase, the
economic image of man must increasingly adapt itself to the
realities of the altered living environment if it is to be a

supportive image. However, such change in the underl.ving
image of man is difficult to secure since the image is so basic to
the society's "world view" that it changes only very slowly and
with great efforq thus, the image increasingly lags behind
societal changes and a gap or mismatch grows. When this
mismatch between the image and the realities of the environ-
ment becomes too treat, there is societal disruption - arising
f rom a severe loss of meaninE, PUrpose and direction. This, in
turn, sets the stage for basic readjustment between the image
of humankind and the societal context.

The Poverty of Our Abundance
There are two useful ways of assessing whether the fore-

going analysis is relevant to changing images in our era. First,
we can note that the economic image was born at a time when
lcarciry and abject poverty werefacts of life.-The question
emerges, are they still such dominant facts of life that the
image retains appropriateness for organizing our collective
and individual behavior? Second, we can note can note the
operational value premises that are inferred from the wav in
which people behave rather than what they say. These

premises, in trun, can be related to the Present societal
environment and their continued appropriateness for
organizing and directing our behavior can be evaluated. .

These points are discussed below.
John Maynard Keynes anticipated the profound disorienta'

tion and loss of meaning that might occur when a society
achieved a condition of relative affluence but continued to
deal with it as if there were continuing scarcity.

fhe economic probtem, the struggle for subsistence,
always has been hitherto the primary, most pressing
problem of the human race. . . Thus we have been
expressly evolved by nature - with all our impulses and

deepest instinct - tor the purpose of solving the
economic problem. lf the economic problem is solved,
mankind will be deprived of its traditional purpose. Thus

for the first time since his creation man will be faced with
his real, his permanent problem - how to use his- freedom from pressing economic cares. . . There is no
country and no people;l think, who can look forward to
the age of leisure and of abundance without a dread. For
we have been trained too long to strive and not to
enjoy.21
That we are rapidly approaching this point in America is

dramatically illustrated by data which show changes in
poverty levels and median family income levels over the last

40 years. There has been a veritable revolution in affluence -
both in magnitude and in the rapidity rvith which it was

acquired. ln roughly the space of half a lifetime, from 1929 to
1959, the proportion of the total U.S. Population in poverty
fell from 50 percent to 12 percent. Median family incomes
rose, in 1959 dollars, from 52,100 (estimated) in 1939 to 59,433

in 1969 and will rise to an estimated 52,000 by the year 2000.2:

There can be no doubt that this unprecedented material

rvealth, acquired so rapidly, represents a quantum departure
from past conditions. From this evidence alone, it is clear that

one could expect.a disjunction between the functional role of
our traditional images of humankind and the new material
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reality they coniront. ln the rvords of the social psychologist,
Kenneth Keniston:

With the age-old goal of universal prosperity within sight,
we must question whether the methods - techno-
logical values and virtues, the instrumental goals of our
af f luent. society - that help us approach this eoal of our
affluent society - will serve to take us beyond 11.::

Obviously, the foregoing data and comments should not be
- interf reted is a suggestion that (here are no longer serious

problems of poverty in our society. This cannot be the case
when 12 percent of the U.S. population in poverty translates
as 25 million people. What can be questioned is whether a

continuation of scarcity notions will help people Bet out of
poverty. ln many respects, the societal reforms necessary to
cope with poverty (e.g., redistribution of income) have much
in common with the reforms necessary to cope with the prob-
lems of affluence. Therefore, these are more complernentary
than competing concerns.

For those who now exist in relative affluence, scarcity
premises may still seem appropriate for psychological rather
than material reasons. The nature of this perennial scarcity is

discussed by Easterlin in his article, "Does .lloney Buy
Happiness ?":

Each person actson the assumption that more moneywill
bring more happiness; and, indeed, if he does get more
money, and others do not (or get less), his happiness
increases. But when everyone acts on this assumption
and incomes generally increase, no one, on the average,
feels better off. Yet each person goes on, teneration after
generation, unaware of the self-defeating process in
which he is caught up.2'

Thus, the purchase of happiness is an illusory
phenomenon,"a distant, urgently sought, but never attained
goal."zs

Despite the contemporary success in creating scarcity
rvhich is increasingly psychological, there are reasons to
believe that "manufactured want" will not long endure in our
society. First, rve are destined to run, sooner or later, againsi
the limits of "vorld 

resources. For example, we are seeing
these limits reached in food and energy shortages. Second,
our material abundance seems to have been accompanied by
a disturbing spiritual, personal, and social poverty, Etzioni
sugtests that the hedonistic thrust of the more recent period of
industrialism arises when "old patterns of meanings erode
without being replaced by a nev/ set.":5 Thus,we have founC
only ephemeral and transient meaning through our
consumption behavior. However, human needs are
hierarchicalty ordered such that higher needs emerge when
lower needs are satisfied.:z This implies that as rve become
relatively satiated materially, other needs will arise - f riend-
ship, love, self-actualization, community with others - to
assume a place ol primar'y importance in people's lives. In

turn, this suggests that profound disorientation may occur
when our underlying image of economic man continues to
exhort us to behave and find meaning in a way of life that is

inimical to the fulfillment of these newly emergent needs.

The Present Mismatch Between Premises and Societal
Realitie:

There are a number of inferable value premises that
characterize the rvorkings of our society. They may never
have been declared as guiding premises, but the behaviors
and policies during the industrial period sutgest that they, or



This emerging image reinstates the transcendental, spiritual
side of man. lt denies none of the conclusrons of science in
its contemporary form, but rather expands its boundaries.

their close relatives, must have been at work. On the next
page we list a number of such premises which seem possibly
obsolescent. Since these are too many to discuss in any detail,
seven that have particular relevance to the image of
economic man are discussed below.

Premise One: that progress is synonomous with grov*h ot
GNP and that growth is inherently good. lt is now well
accepted that gross measures of growth such as GNP do not
tell us a great deal about our society's welfare. For examole,
the level of pollution is correlated with the level of GNP: the
question arises, what is growing - pollution or social welt-
being? Civen the destructive as well as benevolent potential
of o.ur powerful econorny, we can no longer afford blindly to
accdpt the premise that "bigger is better" and "growth is

good." The momentum of such an ideology may be suicidal.
When we combine our growth ethic with a passion for

hard, numerical evidence of growth, we find that we tend to
maximize most what we can measure best: the GNP, the rate
of employment, years of education received, the number of
cars produced, and so on. While these indices of success are
useful, they tend to relegate more subjective measures of suc-
cess (aesthetic maturity, capacity for love, environmental
quality etc.) to an inf erior status. Further, "hard" measures of
growth such as GNP give a false sense of security, as long as

they are going up, because they side-step the crucial ques-
tion: abundance for what?

Premise Two: that there is a natural law of beneficial sel/-
interest which assures us that when persons act in their own
competitive, material self-interest, the public good is well
served. ln its economic form, this belief in a harmony
between individual self-interest and the welfare of society as a

whole was the essence of the laissez-faire concept.
There are several problems with this premise. A different

description of this "natural" law is that: ii we set up a social
framework in which men are encouraged to be generous,
most of them will rise to the occasion; ser up one which
encourages them to be selfish, and most will sink to that level.
Thus, the assumption that man is motivated only by
immediate self-interest may well be another of the self-ful-
filling hypotheses of society. Having helped create a world in
which human relationships are increasingly forced into the
marketplace, we find superb confirmation of the initial
dogma, that man is governed by marketplace motives.
fhe incompatibility of this motivation with human actualiza-
tion is summarized by Melvin fumin:

. . . one may fairly sai- that what business stands for,
ideologically insisrs upon and tries to get adopted as
general principles of conduct, runs directly against and
reduces the chances of evoking affection and lore as
principles of relationship . . . in promoting themes quite
inimical to idenrif ication, af fection, .id signif icant
membership, business thereby and to that extenitends to
DrrnE out, standardize, and reward the most unsocial
impulses in man.2!

\ot only does this diminished conceprion of man exist in the

realm of business practice, it is supported by economic theory
which has "still an unmistakable aura of eighteenth-century
pleasure-pain psychology. . .",,

Premise fhree: that mankind is separate f rom nature and it
is his obligation to conguer nature. Man, who was so long
subservient to nature, now finds himself in an increasingly
powerful role as the creator of his own environmental
context. However, given the highly interdependent links in
the ecological chain, our capacitv for manioulation of the
environment must give way to an enlarged sense of symbiotic
responsibility

Premise Four: that the techno/ogical imperative, the
increasing ability and hence requirement to shape and
control the environment, including people, is an unqualif ied
good. This is related to the utilitarian bias in the search for
knowledge, so that only that knowledge is pursued which
promises manipulative technologies. The "technological
imperative" - that any technolo6y which is possible is, ipso
facto, necessary and desireable ro apply - is now conf licting
on occasion with what may become "social imperatives." For
example, because the 55T was possible it was presented to the
American public as necessary and desirable. The public,
however, decided that it was neither, and after an extended
national furor, rhe project had to be abandoned. We are
beginning to weigh the social, psychological, and enviroo-' mental costs against the worth of such produos of
technology.

Premise Five: that we are first and foremost rational beings
and feeling should be subordinated as an inferior aspect of
our nature. This is an understandable premise in that it
supported development of the cognitive skills needed in the
industrializing process. However, this empirical view
relegates the speculative worlcj of art, music, poetry, and
religion to a position of lesser realiry. How then are we to give
meaning to life in an affluent society if "higher" pursuits of
man must be subordinated as "iower" in order to produce
that affluence? We must realize the dehumanizing influence
in the suppression of man's non-rational potentiais.

Premise Six: that individual identitv and success in life is to
be measured by material possessioni acquired and./occupa-
tional status achieved. The biblical in junction against rhis kind
of thinking is to inquire what it profits a person ro gain the
world but to lose his soul. However, one's soul has become
redundant in a world secularized by affluence: "the most ef -
fective way io establish (identity) cjisrjnctions is rhrough styles
of consumption."l0 Fortune magazine recently reported that
in the consumer market of rhe '1970's there is

an increasing insistence by the customers on using
consumption to express themselves, to heip in fashion-
ing tlreir own identities For increasing numbers of
Americans, the clothes they rvear are not simply material
objects; on the con(rary, they are viewed . . . as the most
basic expression of life style, indeed identity itself.:1
indeed indentitv itself.:1

Premise Seven: that there is ireedom in aif luence. \{'e have
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Table 3

POSSIELY OBSOLESCENT PREMISES

THAT TYPIFY THE RECENT INDUSTRIAL ERA

r That individuzl identity is to be equated with material possessions acquired and/or occupational srarus achieved.
o That rnanl<ind is separate lrom nature, and hence it is our destiny lC master nature.
o That people arc essentially sepatate, so that linle intrinsic responsibility is felt for the effect of present actions on remote indi-

viduals or future generation5.
. That proSress is synonymous with growth ol CNP, that quality of life is furthered by a system of economics based on ever.in-

creasing consumption.
o That there is f reedom in alf luence, that it is possible for people to earn "enough" money, and simultaneously have full freedom

of choice.
o fhat both societal growth and protection of one's own interests are best served by competi(ive aggressive behaviors.
o That the individual should be free to make his own choice of "the good," and that the choices he makes in pursuit of self-in(erest

will somehow add up to desirab/e overall societa/ choices.
o The "techno logical imperative" that any technology that can be developed, and any knowledSe that can be applied, should be.
. That economic elficienq should be pursued indefinitely through theorganization and divisron of labor and rhe replacementof

humans by machines.
o That the search for knowledge ir appropriately dominated by utilitarian va/ues - science supported to the extent that it promise.s

new manipulative technologies,
o That man is rational and that reductionism in positivistic scien(ific thinking is the approach to knowledge most to be trusted.
r That the aggregate knowledge ol specializd experti constitutes wisdom.
r That rhe future of rhe jlanet can safely be left to autonomous nation-states, opera(ing e5sentially independenrly.
r The "political premise" that "what ought to be'l is not a meaningful concept because it is no( achievable.

traditionally assumed that if people can simultaneously earn
"enough" money and be given "freedom" of choice, they
can take care of themselves, The fallacy of this view lies in
believing there is no conflict between earnint the rnoney and
the freedom of choice that is then available. The very act of
earning "enough" money consirains the number of social,
psychological, political, and physical choices that one can
make. Margaret Mead has pointed out that to introduce cloth
garments (effectively) into a grass or bark-clad population,
one must simultaneously introduce closets, soaP, sewing,
and furniture. Cloth is a part of a comPlex cultural panern that
includes storing, cleaning,' mending, and protecting.32
lmagine, then, the cultural constraints implicit in our society
which is so laden with goods and services. Thus, the real
philosophy underlying "freedom in affluence" is that once
you have enough money to be free from want, than all fur'
ther income gives you the freedom to want - as long as you
want more rnaterial goods and services. This premise runs
afoul if wants arise that cannot be largely satislied by material
mean5.

Thus the industrial state at this point has immense drive but
no direction, marvelous capacity to tet there but no idea of
where it is going. Somehow the breakdown of the old images
has seemed to lead more to despair than to search for new
images.

Despite the pessimism implied by a lagging dominant
image, there are numerous indications that a new, anticipa-
tory image of humankind may be. emerging:

o Youth involvement in political processes
oWomen's liberation movernenU black consciousness; etc.
o Youth "rebellion" against societal wrongs (e.g., protest

against Viet Nam)
o Emerting interest in the social responsibility of business
o The "generation gap" implying a changing paradigm
r An anti-technological bias of 1nany young people
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o Experimentation with new family structure5 and interper-
sonal relationships

o The emergence of communes as alternative life styles
r The conservation/ecology movement
. A surte of interest in Eastern religious and philosophical

perspeciives
e A renewed interest in "fundarnentalist" Christianiry
o Labor union concerns with the quality of the work

environment
. An increasing interest in meditation and other spiritual

disciplines
o The increasing importance of "self-realization"

processe5.

These dispara!e trends do not, rvhen taken individually,
signify the emergence of a new image of the human being;
yet when they are considered collectively, they suggest sub-
stantial soiietal stirrings which may eventually emerge into a

new and guiding image. The still vatue outlines of this irnage
seem to include an emphasis on cooperation over competi-
tion, ecological interdependence over exploitation,
psychological-spiritual growth over material acquisition, and
an integration of intuitive knowledge processes with the
more rational modes. Since such a new image is in contrast to
the familiar economic image, its manifestations would likely
be seen as threatening to the larger culture. Therefore, signs
of a healthy process underway can be equally interpreted as

the impending disintegration of our society - such is the pro-
found nature of transition from one dominant image to
another.

To summarize: The interrelationship between the power of
the industrial state, the control of the industrial dynamic and
the lead-lag relationship of images can be woven into two Cis-
tinct societal fabrics rvhich could plausibly ernerge out of the
present. Stripped oi ail ref inement, the skeletal outlines oi
two responses to the current image-society mismatch migh'
be:



(1) A "technological extrapolationist" response - l'his
hyporhesized response assumes that: (a) the industrial
dynamic would be sustained, (b) it would continue to be re-
tatively "uncontrolled," and (c) the economic image of man
would continue to lag and be forced to make adaptive
changes in accordance with the dictates of the evolving in-
dustrialdynamic

(2) An "evolutionary transformationalist" response - This
hypothesized response assumes that: (a) the industrial
dynamic is either self-limiting or else will be limited by
society, (b) we will regain control (a greater degree of societ-
al direaion in response to the will of the people) over our so-
cietal system and subsystems, and (c) a new humanistic image
of man will emerge which will guide us into a post-industrial
era-

Despite the seeming clarity of these two responses, we are
still faced with a dilemma. To the extent that modern man and
his images are being shaped by the urban-industrial environ-
ment, it would seem fruitless to try to change the image wirh-
out changing the environment which demands a certain pat-
tern of behavior from man. On theother hand, itwould seem
equally fruitless to try to change the powerful dynamic of in-
dustrialism without the help of a potent image of humankind
to guide us toward a different societal traiectory. One aher-
native is to attempt to do both. The other alternative is to
accept - and some would suggest suffer - the conse-
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quenco ol the worling out ol the logicalerlensions of the in-
durtrial state predi6m.

The malerial abundance aslociated with the industrial era

har not been acquired without tremendous costs. Accom-
panf ing lndustrialirm was an erosion of Western man's belief
in a cosmologrcal order:

Conlemporary man no.longer "naturally"sees himself as

a usef ul and neces:ary member of a social whole geared
into a meaningiul ptan of existence within the totality of a
cosmic or divine order.rl

lf a meaningf ul erisrence is predicated, in part, upon the exis-
tence ol, and congruence between, the human being's rela'
iionshipr to self, sociely and universe, then the industrial
period has bten very costly as it has left us alienated, to vary-
ing degrees, from these sources of meaning. Mysteries of the
coemoe have seemingly been displaced by an incomprehen-
sible urban eristence. Social pressures have created an
"other-directed" mentality such that many are alienated even
irom themselvs. This would suggest that the next phase of
our societrl evolution should be the reinteSration of man
with his sources oi meaning - to f ind the deep roots of signi-
ficance among the ephemeral artifaos of our society. The
continued extension of the industrial state seems poorly
suited to rhis rask. We must now look beyond the technolo-
6ical and material f rontier to a new American f rontier which is

essentially that o( man searching for himself.
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Changing Images of Man - Fart II

O.W.M a rk ley

We have seen how the predominant image of humankindt in a society is a poweriul shaping force on the social environ-
ment and how the social environment, in turn, influences the
society's image. We have also seen how the dominant images
rhat guided this society rhrough an age of incredible success
are now being challenged. because of our inability ro deal
adequately either with the problems created by the success or
the problems attendant to pasl and emerging social and
scientific developments.

Norv questions of tremendous import arise. Could an
image of humankind emerge that might shape the f uture, as

the currently dominant images - man as the marter of
nature. inhabitant of a materialworld, and consumer of goods

- our legacy of the past, have shaped our present culture?
Could such a new image provide the bridge to carry us safely
over to a post-industrial era? lf so,',vhat characteristics should
the emergent image entail, such rhat it rvould be both f easible
and adequate for the satisiacror;- resolution of the serious
problems currently facing rhe societyi

From the nature of contemporary societal problems,
studies of plausible alternarive futures, and our earlier
considerations of the role plaled by a society's dominant
image, we can postulate a provisional list of characteristics
that a nerv image must possess if ir is to become dominant and
effective. At the minimum rve believe it rvould need to: {'l )

provide a holistic sense of perspective on life, (2) entail an
ecological ethic, (3) entaila self-realization ethic, (4) be multi-
leveled, multi-faceted, and inregrarive, (5) lead to a balancrng
and coordinating of satisfactions along many dimensions, and
(5) be erperimental and open-ended.
A Holistic Sense o[ Perspective

A holistic perspective and understanding of life seems
absolutely vital if rve are to overcome the fragmentation and
alienation that have become so common in rhe latter part of
the industrial era. lf in the absence of rhe myths and rituals of
prescientific societies we are to regain a sense of meaningf ul
purpose and integration - ar rhe ievel of self , of societv, and

O.!V. Markle\/ was the Project Director for the Changing
lmages of Man reporl by the Staniord Research lnstitute.
Other contributions were Joseph Campbell, Dwayne €lgin,
Wllis Harman, l,rthur Hastings, Flovd ,Vatson, Brendan
O'Reagan, and Leslie Schneider.

L 1974 b'/ Stanford Research lnsrirute. Reprinred by permrssron.

We are being iruevocably
shaped by our unprecedent-
ed urban-industrial enviran-
ment which is premised upon
images of humankind whose
historical origins are far re-
moved from
realitY.

contemporary

of the universe - a generally acceptable sense oi perspec-
tive or understanCing must emerge in our societv o[ "rvhat ir is

all about." Just as an adequate new image should serve to
reintegrate the specialized images that at present contend
rvith each other, so roo shculd it lead to a satisfactolr sense oi
perspective and derivative merhods for experiencing and
participating in construciion and discor erv processes
through which rhat perspeclive rs maintained. Only then rvill
the needs of continued evolution and the important func-
tron once served bv myth and ritual again be iuif illed.
Ecological Ethic

An ecologicai ethic is necessary if man is to avoid destroy-
ing the complex lif e support 5ysrem on rvhich our continued
exislence on the planet depends. lt must recognize that avail-
able resources, including space. are Iimired and must portrav
the human as an integral part of the natural rrorld. It must
reflect the "ne,,v scarcity" rn an ethic of fra'3riit','. of cioing
more with less. lt must invoive nor only a sense oi muiualself -

interest betrveen individuals. but also the inlere:ts of iellorv
men and the more exiensive rnrerests among iellou'creatures
(both near and iar, both present and tuture). .{n ecologicai
ethic rvould implv movernent !orvard a homeostatic tret
dynamic) economrc and ecological system. in'.^.'hrcn the
human acts in partnershio \vith nature Io harrnonrze ecoic-
gical relationships and in esrabiishing satisiaciorr' rec'r'ciin3

!
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Given the apparent momentum of the industrial dynamic, it is
difficult to know whether we could turn back even if it seerned
we had gone too far.

mechanisms. Such an ethic is necessary to achieve a synergism
of heterogeneous individual and organizational micro-deci-
sions such that the resultant macro-decisions are satisfactory
to those who made the component decisions, and to society.
lThe alternative way of arriving at satisfactory macro-deci-
sions involves behavior controls that would deprive the indi-
viduil of freedoms, as rvell as being in conflict wirh rhe next
characteristic. )

An ecological ethic should incorporate concerns that are
broader than those of the physical/biological ecosphere,
however. lt should also lead to concern for the processes of
coordinated and balanced need-satisfaction and well-being
amohg cultures (cultural ecology), among various institu-
tions and types of activities such as the arts, the humanities,
the sciences, politics and so forth (institutional ecology), and
amont various aspects of the self (intra- and trans-psychic
ecology).
Self -Realization Ethic

The desirability of this characteristic of the new image is

based on the vierv that the proper end of all individualexperi-
ence is the evolutionary and harmonious development of
the emergent self (both as a person and as a part of wide col-
lectivities), and that the appropriate function of social institu-
tions is to create an environment which lvill foster that
process. This is the ethic which must supercede the man-
over-nature ethic and the material-growth-and-consump-
tion ethic rvhich have given rise to a large portion of man's
problems as he became increasingly preoccupied with solely
material aspects of exploiting and controlling nature f or self -
ish ends on a fragile and finite planet rvhere the pursuit of
such goals can be suicidal.

This self-realization would relieve the current hostility to-
ward industrial and bureaucratic practices which tend to
diminish man and the anxiety that we have somehow lost a

seos-e of direction in the control and manatement of our
human affairs - of what our ancestors would have called our
destiny. The wide acceptance of a new ethic is required if rve
are to restructure our social institutions to satisfy the indi-
vidual's basic need for full and valued participation in the
society. As corollaries to this ethic, self-determination of indi-
viduals and minority groups would be fostered, diversiry of
choices would be honored, social decision-making would be-
come largely decentralized, and the mechanism of creative
voluntarism rvould be preferred over public bureaucracy for
the accomplishment of most social tasks.

Properly understood, these rwo ethics, the one emphasiz-
ing the total community of life-in-nature and the cneness oi
the human race, and the other placing the highest value on
development of self hood, are not contradictory but comple-
mentary. Both are necessar)' to synthesize and coordinate
mutualistic and hierarchical approaches in a symbiotic
mdnner. The ecological ethic corrects for a selfish distortion
of the self-realization ethic, and the latter correcrs for an
excessively collectivist version of the ecological ethic. To-
gether, the two ethics leave room for cooperation and for

10 r

rvholesr.lme competirion, for socialiry and for individuality.
tsut ii the two ethics are to harmonize, the term "self" must be
underrtood in broad terms, incorporaring the diverse roles
dnd aspects of existence of rhe human being. To quote three
modern theorists,

It is by now widely accepted that rhe history of evolution
may be regarded as the development of ever more
complex organizations of Iiving matter: molecules,
proteins, cells, groups of cells, animals.r

- Ralph Merzner

Consciousness, rather than being the product of a parti-
cular neural circuir . . . is the organization of the bio-sys-
tem; that is, awareness is the "complementary" aspect of
that organization - its psychological equivalent.:

- Arthur Deikman

Consciousness can be defined as a phenomenon which is
synonymous with the structure of an organism.r

- W. Wolf

Thus, corresponding to the generally increasing corn-
plexity and differenriarion of evoiving biological systems,
there has been a concomi(ant increase in consciousness
rvhich reflects that evoiving srare. Our sense of self must in-
corporate this vision if we are responsibly to accept the chal-
lenges that our era presents.

Just as the different systems wirhin rhe body (cells, organs,
and so forth) are interrelated, so too are rhe different systems
rvithin the body-politic (persons, insrirurions, and so forth),
and this interrelatedness of necessiry increases as our civiliza-
tion becomes more tighrl;' coupled and compiex. lt re-
presents a higher degree of organizarion of the bio-s.vstem. lf
we rry to "love our neighbor as ourself ," not because it is what
rve have been taught is proper bur because we hold rhe
underlying image and perception thar our neighbor is in a
real sense ourseif, then it might indeed become more feasible
to arrive at meaningf ul social goals thar can be satisf ied within
ecological constraints. Thus the ne,ar image of humankind
should incorporate transpersonal as well as individualistic as-
pects of existence.
Multi-dimensional, Multi-iaceted, and lntegrative

!!'e earlier nored horv rhe images oi humankind have over
the past several hundred years become increasingly frag-
mented as specialization and reductionrsm have come to be
emphasized in rnarure industriali:ed sccieries. li this lrend is
nor reversed it is Iikely to lead, not only ro continuing frag-
menration of personality and culture, bur also to ideologicil
conflict as social policies based on olci images compete ior
dominance. (For example, rvitness the current debare over
rhe image of rhe human as portrayed in Skinner's geyond
free<Jom and Dignity and operanr conditioning in rhe
schools.)

At this point in history, ideologicai conf lict is too costly -
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our weapons are too strong and our institutional environ-
ment too fragile. lf a new image is to contribute to resolution
of the planet's woes, it must provide for an integrative
reconciliation of the apparent dichotomies between oppos-
ing images (as quantum theory reconciled wave and particle
images in physics). The new image must also be integrative in
the sense that it builds on past successful images. Seldom if
ever have historical infusions of new images from external
sources been of a nonviolent nature, whether the new image
was imposed by physical power or brought in by a charis-
rnatic messiah rvho was persuasive to some but not to others.
For the nerv image to foster a smooth transition to a benign
post-industrial and eventually planetary society, it has to be
absorbed into the lives of people and the institutions of
society without the disruptions that accbmpany most revolu-
tions. This can only happen if the new image and its implica-
tions are seen as an integration, reinterpretation or improve-
ment of the old.

Any image of man that has guided a stable society, whether
that society be sophisticated or primitive, ancient or modern,
Eastern or Western, agricultural or hunting or industrial, must
be assumed to be rooted in the human experience of its time
and place and in lhat sense valid. That image of humankind
which can lead toward a pluralistic yet symbiotic world of
greater fulfillment cannot be in direct opposition to any of
these more restricted images. ln the specif ic case of late twen-
tieth-century America, the new image must somehow be
made compatible with the basic symbols and images of the
American democratic experiment, and with the individual-
ism of the frontier and the energetic activism of American
enterprise.

But just as the new image should be integrative, so too
should it entail a high degree of differentiation, not blurring
the distinctivene5s, focus, and validity of various specialized
images in efiorts at.integration. lt therefore must be ad-
equately multi-faceted, znd, in keeping with the sense of
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evolution, coordinate those dillerences at a higher level of
complexity and coherence.

To perform this task oi differentiated integration, the new
image will likely have to be multi-dimensional.'ln keeping
rvith the lessons learned from ecology and general systems
rheory, any new image rvill have to order the various aspects
of our existence at the physical, organic, social, psychical,
and spiritual levels. As Polanyir and rvVeissr have pointed our,
these levels form a hierarchy; the functioning of systems at
each level relies on the elemental laws of the lower level; but
the principle of the operations oi a higher level can never be
derived from the laws governing the loweJ- the lower level
system received its meaning from the higher system, which
intetrates the particulars of the lower into a new emerging
gestalt. Such a muttiJeveled image of humankind could
thereby help both to integratethe contributionrfromvarious
disciplines of science, and to contain meaning for and serve
the needs of individuals and groups at ,arying degrees of
maturily and modernity, just as relativistic physics includes
Newtonian mechanics and commonsense observations as

special cases of restricted validity.
Thus, if the requirements of various cultures, belief sys-

tems, and personality types are to be served, if cultural unity
with diversity is to be fostered and the evolution of con-
sciousness to be furthered, the new image must portray a

general direction of growth in 'arhich various conceptual em-
phases are reconciled but retained. For example, the
emphasis of: individuality and community; the way of the
yogi (inwardly directed change) and the way of the commis-
sar (ounvardly directed change); freedom and determinism;
nature and nurture; male and female; sensoryand extrasen-
sory; and salvation or progress through effora by self and
society and through divine intervention. The meaning of
divinity must somehow come to incorporate both the images
of person as separa(e from Cod, and of person and God as

different levels of thesame reality. ln all such cases thevariou5
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partial inrages ap.pear as complementary truths, neither
denying rhe othtr, thus ref lecting the views of such diverse
Broupr as children and adults, lettered and unlettered,
dbstract orrtl concrele minds.

Both of the dominant conceptull images basic to lVestern
<jemocr.rcy lrrr lgnostic survival of the fittest and a trust-
worthy rrrvi:ible hand) are in need of revitalization if self-
interested irrdivrdual micro-decisions are in fact to combine
into satisfactor)' nracro-decisions in today's complex, inter-
connecled societv. Thus, if the operative principles based on
a vierv oi the human as possessing f ree will and a valid sense of
values are ro remain viable, the new image must accom-
modate the concept and experience of the transcendental,
rhe exparrsion of consciousness, in personal and cultural
evolution.
Balancing and Coordinating Satisfactions Along Many
Dimensions

The maximizing of concerns along one narrowly defined
dimension would not allow the other criteria listed above to
be met in a way that contributes to an increased quality of life.
fhe related ideas of balance and coordination stem frorn
ecology and general systems theory (as well as from various
cultures'notions about wisdoml, and provides a needed cor-
rective lo the one-sided life style of achieving an increased
standard of living that has accompanied rhe growrh of the
value-empty economics and science in our industrial society.

Such a nerv image of man might be supportive of a

philosophy land indeed, a public stratety) of "well-being" -
a term that !Veisskopf uses to replace the term "welfare" and
the older terms "happiness" and "utility," which have come
to have preciorninantly econornic connotations. Such a

philosophy, rvould have to acknowledge that:
. .. a person, a family, a troup ora naiion can have too
much wealth and income and may suffer from too much
change, economic growth and production. lt may consi-
der that the w'ay in which rvealth is produced, distri-
buted and consumed can, in itself, lead to a destructive
way of life.i

Just as the complexities of ecology fare badly from single-
valued approaches of :uch physical technologies as DDT, so
too do the complex needs of the human system from treat-
ments such as typify exclusively allopathic (drug-based) medi-
cine, or a minimum wage law. The hierarchical structure of
human needs requires coordinated "satisficing" if the over-
all goal of well-being is to be served. (The term "satisfice" was
coined by Herbert Simon, 1957.1 lt stems from our recogni-
tion that the trade-offs in real liie are such that true "satisfac-
tions" are not usually possible - hence we suffice as best we
can, arriving at deci:ions that do not properly satisfy but may
indeed "satisfice.")

ln addition to these somewhat idealized oblectives, how-
ever, the nerv image should point torvard a transformed state
of industrialized society that rvill seem achievable and pre-
ferable to the present state, yet have functional utility in the
present. A positive guiding image is a crucial determinant in
the fate of a people. ln individual psychotherapyr and in
societal revitalizatione, the expectation of success in con-
fronting and dealing rvith crises is often a far more important
variable than the specific methods or approaches used. For
example, the American response to lVorld War ll seems to
prove that our society is capable of extraordinary mobiliza-
tion when it perceives itself to be in a crisis that it compre-
hends and expects io beeble to deal with. 8ut ol course the
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prejent situation is different from \\orld \tar ll; as Pogosaid,
"\\e have met the enemv and he is us." Rather than en-
couraging propagandistic efforts to mobilize society, a nerv
image should lead to understandings of personal and social
acrions suitable for the highly interconnected and complex -
but limited - environmenr that the symbol "spaceship earth"
has come to signifv. The image should have ethical implica-
rioni rhat are immediately practical in applicarion and should
ralidate the sense that there is a way out of our current
dif iiculties.
Experimental and Open-Ended

Self-consciously evolutionary rather than dogmatic and
oaradigm bound attitudes and images are necessary. lr is un-
reasonable to expect the rate of change in society ro diminish.
li rhe society of the f uture is to avoid the imageobsolescence
and crisis that our present society f aces, it will be necessary to
anticipate - rather than just to react to - the necessity for
such paradigm changes, and continuously to seek more ade-
quate conceptions and images.

Thus the new image of humankind should incorporate rhe
contributions of subjective processes as well as objective
sciences. lt should portray a vision of man-in-the-universe
rhat is unrealized but appears realizable - incomptete in the
;ense of pointing to the treater mystery that each individual
or culture must discover for itself, and thus encouraging ex-
ploration and self-development on the part of individuals,
groups, and the entire human venture.

lndeed, this last requirement, that a new image be open
ended and evolutionary, may be the key to the productive
rransition from an industrial past to a post-industrial future.
For one of the stronte5t of current conflicts is that of in-
cremental versus revolulionary change. Incremental change
is rvpically seen as being inadequate to overcome the resis-
tance of insritutions which must somehow be fundamentally
changed.

Revolution, on the other hand, might well cause so much
;ocial upheaval that the cure rvould be worse than the
disease. We suggest that the resolution of this dilemma could
be iostered by imagery rvhich portrays the human and his cul-
rure as growing elements in an evolving cosmos. lf personal
and social evolution is seen as an integral part of human life,
then perhaps much less impetus ivould be required to bring
about needed change. Onesuch image has been expressed in
Dunn's phrase, "process teleology" in rvhich human beings

. . . establish the process of lruman development as the
goal of the process of social evolution. Eoth the process
and the goal are understood to be open to f urther trans-
formation as ',ve advance with rhe practice and under-
standing of them.ro

lVith such imagery it is conceivable that the incremen-
ralisr/revolutionary dilemma could be resolved by revolu-
tionary changes at rhe conceptual level in the near term, but
accompanied by incremental changes at the operational
level, leading to thoroughgoing rransformation of society
onl,v in the longer term.

Elements of a New lrnage
It,*ould be impossible ro cire ail ihe conrriburion: that in-

f luenced the envisioning of the composite image described
below. However, the ways of thinking or imaging contained
in the following works stand out as having had particular sig-
nif icance in this exploralion:



The thrust of evolution
sciousress.'

seerns to be toward greater 'con-

a

a

Gerreral systems thinking (Laszlo, Bertalanffy)'r but in par-
ticulur lhe hierarchical relationships of ascending ievels of
"c<.lnsciclusness" (Polyani, lVeiss)t'r and the process of
"hierarchical restructuring" (Platt);"
Various past theories and images (e.9., Judeo-Christian,
Darwinian, Freudian, behaviorist) that somehow must be
irrc<.:rporo ted ;

The nret.rphor oi the human biocomputer (Lilly)lr
Ihe posrulation of "state (of consciousness) specific"
rheories, needs, knowledge processes, and modes oi
gxplanation 1Tart, Kantor, Maslow, Hubbard, Kohlberg)1;
Tlrc vision of continuing evolution of man - social
lDunn), cultural (Mead), spiritual (Chardin), and in-
tegrative lAurobindo, Assagiolil;te

r The "Perennial Philosophy" (Huxley and various occult
rvrilings (e.9., Ouspensky) ':;o The process of transformational discovery, as in t[e
"Monomyth" (J. Campbelll, "cultural revitalization"
(Wallace), and in the rvork of Toynbee, Jung, and Eliot, as

described in The Experiment in Depth (Martin).r6

The Gradient
Figure 1 displavs a number of theories about the nature of

the hunrun .rrrd their underlying images that we will attempt
ro:horv c.rn be integrated into a more holistic image,/theory
r,ri hurrrurrkirrd. lf this attempt proves successf ul, each com-
pr.r:itc part rvould come to be seen not as erroneous but
r..rther .ls hovrrrg its own'ralidity (albeit a restncred one as seen
from the perspective of the whole). First, it is usef ul to intro-
ducc the co,rcept ol gradient, and to see how rt applies to rhe
>y:(enrir propertteS of eristence.

Bv gradicrtt" rve rnean, simply, "the grade ora5cent . . . d

:crie: ol trolrsitiorr.rl forrns, state5, or qualiric,s conrrecling re-
l.rterl ert rerrtcs" I f l'cbster'r).

Figure 1

Complementarity ol Yariour lmrges ar Thcy Might Fit in a Proposed
Compositc lmage ol the Peron

blnrnt laFalt
ol Co6ictoqln.tt !ht.ri.i

mr valt, h?r.nt.t pittospit, .tc

loricructut. n.orothy, rtc.

It is widelv recognized lhar each succeeding level of biolo-
gical and social erolution forms a hierarchical gradient of
interacring levels of increasing c<.rmplexiry and order. The
various scientiiic disciplines ref lecr this ordered series - f rom
phylogenesis to ontotenesrs ro sociogenesis; from such dis-
ciplines as physics, chemisrry. generics, and physiology to
ethology, psychology, sociology, and anthropology and to
such newly emerging disciolines as sysrerns rheory and the
policy sciences.

Some rype of gradienr should similarly be recognizable
w,irh regard to the higher aspecrs o[ human existence- ln bio-
logical evolution, as each higher level 5ystem emerges, it
brings wirh ir the capacity ro order chemical reactions in an in-
creasingly coherenr and purposive manner. Similarly with
,ocial and cultural evolurion ..vhere, for example, erhical
norms order or channel the energies associated with more
primitive processes rsuch as anter) in keeping with higher
needs, or rvhere immediare gratification is postponed in
order ro obtain a greater grarification at some future time.

Three prrnciples are enunciared in this approach: one,
rhe dimensions of exisrence form a hierarchv of lower' an<j higher ievels or dimensions; two, the higher dimen-
sion, although resting on rhe foundations of the lower
ones. cannot be understood in terms of the principles
governing the lower ones; it receives its meaning from
rhe higher dimension which inregrates the particulars of
the lorver dimension in(o a nerv emerging Cestalt. Three,
rhe highest level is the realm of the normarive, of the
moral sense. of the standards oi value.re

An analogy' ro computer programming may be a helpful
tilustralton at thiS point.

Tlte Cradien( itt the Human Eiocomputer. The real power
and flexibiliry of rhe modern computer is found nor in ir5
hardware, but in its softrvare - the gradient series of ever
more general >ymbolic programs rhat make it f easible to use
lhe compurer ior vastly diiierent functions. Ihe basic func-
rroning of a computer f or rastly dif f erent f unctions. The basic
lunctionint of a computer requires one ins(ruclion for each
operaaion that is carried out, and while programming at this
machrne language level is in principle very flexible, it re-
guires l<.lo much time (o prepare special purpose programs
tr.rr dilf erent applications. Rather, it has been found useful to
credte d hierarchical series of rnacro Drogramming lan-
guates, rvhere a single insiruction at one level generates a

5(ore or rnore detaiied instructions at a more basic level.
Ihe utility' of the computer metaphor of human function-

rng ir illu:truted in Table 1 (a). At rhe lorver lmachine lan-
tudte) errd of the human biocomputer are such processes as
gene(ic inheritance, instinctual, endocrine, and autonomic
processes; semanlic and cultural determinism - all of which
*'e have some degree of subconscious a\ryareness of; and as

rhe erperience of yoga, hypnosis, and bioieedback training
)ugtesls, all r-lf rvhich lve can to some extent reprogram. At a

higher level, that of normal rvaking awarenesi, the executive
tunction of the human biocomputer maniiests awareness of
the self (cognito, ergo sum); and as part of that self-aware-
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5ubconscious awareness, id function-
ing, semantic and cultural determinism;
psychosomatic process; genetic
inheritance

ness, believes that it is constantly capable of choice and of re-
programming itself , i.e., that it has freedom. Just horv much
freedom of choice exists at this level is sornewhat
problematical, howsver, for as Lilly has pointed out, there are
:rill higher level metaprograms to which the human biocom-
puter is subject;2o

lf such metaprograms (the basic beliefs; images of self,
orhers, and the universe; influences from subconscious and
superconscious aspects of self) determine the criteria for
choice, then there is in fact very little true freedom of choice
unless access to these levels can be obtained. We have only
the most rudimentary maps for these aspects of the self, but
they must be incorporated into any image of humankind ade-
quare for the {uture. To the extent that a linear dimension oi
lower and higher is valid, however (and we will later discuss
limitations of this approach), it would seem that it is the lower
quasiconscious or unconscious aspects of man that are opera-
tive through the functioning of instinctual energies (f reud)
and operant conditioning (5kinner); and conversely, the
higher levels are those to which esoreric wisdom refers and
f rom which the intuitive sources of creativity most likely srem.
The ltalian psychiatrist Roberto Assagioli has formulated a

map lreproduced here as Figure 2) that depicts these various
domains of consciousness in a useful way.

The Cradient of Human Needs. Maslorv described a

gradient that parallels the above as being manif est by persons
with different levels of need-fulfillment.:1 He nored ihat
persons who have adequately f ulfilled their basic physical and
crnotional needs act from a very ciifferent type of motivatron
lhan do those who have nor. Very simply stared, "deficiency
rreeds" are Ihose rvhich, if not fulfilled, willevenruallv lead ro
illness or to death. Their non-fulfillment causes the deprived
person Io acl at lower levels of functioning, as wp have por-
trayed on fable 1 (b). Crorvth/being/wisdom needs, on the

1A

Figure 2

Verious Aspects ol Conrciousnesr/Function in the Pcrsonrlitv
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(a)

Hierarchical Programs in the
Human Biocomputer

Higher levels of awareness and
funoioning, metaprograms, transcen-
dence of time and space, aesthetic
and creative sense, supra-mental
funoioning astral levels, contact
with spiritual entities, etc.

Normal levels of waking awareness
and ego functioning

Trblc 1

Threc Dimenrionr on e "Gredie*rt ol Awereneas"

(b)
Hierarchy of Needs

(Maslow)

5. Self-actualization

4. Esteem

3. Eelongingness and
love

2. Safety

1. Physiological

l.
2,
3.
{.
5.

?.

(c)
Hierarchy of Moral Orientations

(Kohlberg)

6. Universal ethical principle

5. Social contact/shared under-
standings

4. Authoritarian law and orderldoing
duty

3. Other-directed - conformist

2. lnstrumental relativist

1. Obedience and fear of punishment
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The point is not that one should necessarily fight, cooperate, or
meditate in any or in all circumstances, but rather that one
should be able to do any of these things when they fit.

other hand, are the needs whose fulfillment provides a sense

of meaning for existence, aesthetic or spiritual delitht; non-
fulfillment brings, not illness, but rather a sense of boredom
or aparhy (assuming that the deficiency needs are adequately
met). lt was Maslow's hypothesis that most people move se-
quenrially through a "hierarchy of needs." Such movement
likely occurs in two rather different modes. As Maslow
emphasized, it can occur quite spontaneously - as one
modal need type is adequately fulfilled, there is a natural ten-
dency to grow and seek further. On the other hand, as noted
by Clare Graves (another theorist who has developed the
needs hierarchy theme), it can also occur to be stimulated in
crises - as one modal behavior style becomes dysf uncrional
rhere is a tendency to seek another level of need f ulf illment.

The Cradienl of Human ivlorality. Still another similar
gradient series, this time having to do rvith ascending degrees
of moral thinking and acting, has been derived by Kohl-
bergl. ln both cross-cultural and domestic studies, Kohlberg
found that the dominant form of morality tends,over time, to
follow a definite, hierarchical progression. fhis is true both of
whole cultures and of the individual rvithin the culture runtil
he reaches or surpasses the dominant form in his culture).
Like the hierarchy of needs, these stages also form a gradienr,
as depicted in Table 1 (c).

Hampden-Turner has suggested that each of the dominant
social sciences has a "hidden morality" that can be located in
one of Kohlberg's categories, and that although most social
sciences claim to eschew meraphysics, they make unveri-
fiable moral assumptions that significantly affect their choice
of methodology and criteria of validation.:l Hampden-Turner
concludes that only those social sciences that are consistent
with Kohlbert's stage 5 have the demonstrated capacity to
move from paradigm to paradigm {stressing contruence
between and reconcilability of perspectives) despire dialec-
tical tension.

fhe Re/evanc e of a Gradient ol Awareness lor an Adequate
lmage of Humankind.l! hat is ihe common characteristic of
the various gradients rve have reviewed? Recalling the opera-
tional definition of consciousness (the organization of rhe
biosystem; wirh awareness as rhe psychological equivalenr or
complementary aspect of that organization), it seems rea-
sonable to casr the image of ascending stages of evolution in
terms of a gradient of arvareness. As we come to higher stages
of evolution, the attribute of consciousness comes !o the fore.
By this we mean rhe discovery of relationships and the making
of choices - both individually and collecrively - on rhe basis
of understanding, appreciation and judgment; and being in-
fluenced by a relevanr contexr with irs past, present, and
future rather rhan being determined by insrinct, habir or
some authority from another time and place. In this sense ive
speak of the evolution of consciousness maniiest in hier-
archical restructurint oi our conceprions; and rhe derivarive
s.vstems of thought, insritutions, etc., rhrough rvhich we
achieve coherent integrarion at higher orders of differen-
tiation and complexity.

V!e have only briefly sketched :ome of the thinking rhar
leads to this conception. Other contributions which are in
keeping with an ascending gradient of awareness in evolution
we have postulated: "this worldly" (c.t., D. Campbell,
Polanyi, Weiss, Land),r{ "other worldly" (e.g., Cummins)rs
and "trans-worldly'' (e.g., Hubbard, Aurobinde,)..rt (Land's
book Crow or Die: The Unilying Principle of Transformation,
especrally Chapter 10, elaborates this theme in more detail
rhan we can do here.rt) Again, however, we are not here
concerned whether these ways of thinking are right orwront
as judged by the methods of any one particular knowledge
paradigm, but rather whether (1) they give us a vision of
potential growth and f urther evolution beyond where we are
now - a vision that accepts where (both as individuals and as

a species) we are now, seeing ourselves now as being more
highly evolved (in some ways, less in others) than rvas earlier
man, and less highly evolved than we hope future man will
be; and (2) they lay the conceptual beginnings of a general
systems framework in which an integration of the various
fragmented images of man - each of which can come (o be
seen as having a restricted validity - becomes possible. At
this state of knowledge, then, we view the gradient of a,,vare-
ness more as useful metaphor than as proven theory. lnCeed,
it will likely not be possible to prove whether or not such a
view is valid. Rather we will have to estimate what :esults
might flow f rom translating this - as opposed to some other
image of humankind - into concrete policies for the resolu-
tion of societal problems and the fuller realization of the
human potentialities.
The Self

A second key element in our attempt to discover a more
adequate, integrative image of man-in-the-universe con-
cerns imagery regarding the nature of the self . ln our culture,
the dominant image which the person holds of himself is that
of a separate and independent entity, as denoted by the very
rerm "self" - deiined by Websrer's as "rhe person -having
its own or a single nature or characler." But even a cursory
examinalion of the known facts of exisrence indicate that rhis
is an unduly limited view, as explained below.

Transpersonal and Personal lmagery. The most basic as-
pects of our being which we have porrraved as being ar the
lower levei lrhe machine language aspects of rhe human bio-
computer) we share in common with all other persons, ln-
deed, because of this commonality, one suspects that it is only
this level rvhich is usually comprehended in the phrase "the
nature of man." The next stage in developing an integrarive
image of humankind is explored in Figure 3 rvhich shows
these aspects as being transpersonal rather ihan idiosyncratic
to each person. Jung's phrase "the colleciive unconscious"
seems particularly appropriate for this lerel.

Coming up the gradient of arvareness w'e observe the egoic
and sensory level, where there is a valid perception of
separateness betrveen persons. The beha,,iors ihat are uni-
que to this level, such as our use of sensorr'channels ro com-
municate vrirh other humans across the spatial distance ihat
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sclrdr.rte5 us. are typically perceivd as manifestint freedom
irr thc scnse of their being freely chosen behavior under the
ulrique control of each person as a separate entity.

But conring still further up our gradient of so-called aware-
nelr wc find - if the reporls of yogis, mystics, and some
rc(qnl lab<-rratr:ry evidence are to be believed:! - that things
orrt'e .rgain become transpersonal in nature. Perceptions be-
r clrrrc ilrtuitive and "qua.sisensory" (lo use the term coined by
Mt'B.rirr).rr rather than stemming from the usual senses. And,
typic.rlly .r> higher levels are reached, subjective experiences
ul rrrirrd-rharirrg are often reported, as are experiences of a

rli:r'r,rrtrectedrress or transcendence from the usual con-
:itr.rnls ot time and spacer". lndeed, it is Iikely that only when
wc .rrc .rblc tcr expand our scientific image of man to include
plrenomerro at this level will we be able to develop adequate
tlrcr.rrit'r to .rccount for various psychic phenomena.

lhe :chematicized integralive image of the person shown
urr l'igure 2 is therefore cast in the shape of the hour glass, or
(onc. lhu5 connotint the ways in rvhich ones' nature is

propcrly seen d5 transpersonal at the low,er and upper reaches
ul c\,isterlcc and personal or unique in betweerr. More
rperulatively (but based on anecdotal reports from various
rerear<'hen in ihe phenomenology oi consciousness) we
rrrigirt add the svmbol of inf ini:y for the uppermost reaches oi
thc rrrap. and the phrase "to rhe beginnings of'evolution" for
the lon,ernrost: ii the anecdotal reporls are to be believed,
rrrlirrrty arrd the "beginnings of evolution" can be subjec-
trvelv erperierrced. and rvhen experienced, tend to merge.

Figure 3

A Mclephorical lmrsc ,,:::*H*:nd rransperrcnal Aspecls ol
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Pcrroial iagron

F.W.H. Myers has formulated a different but similar concep-
rion, shown below in Figure 4.tt

Figure 4

A Personal-Transpcrsonal Mind,/Body Model

5YsiE l1'
'cl

SODY

Subsy:lcnr. 5yrtcnt, an<l Supersystem lfiaqery. The w,avs in
rvhich a person is a separate and distinct iy)lern are but a small
part oI the rvals in which he incorporates lo,,ver-level {sub)
5y5temb,.rnd in rvhich he is part of higher-ortier rsuDen;!s-
terrr:. Displaving both the indeoendent properries oi rvholes.
arrd the deperrdent propeities oi parts. rhe person is a
''holorr." Other dimensions could be added as v,eil. bur as
Figure (J) shorvs, lve no!!' have the conceptudl L.asis ior a

rnulti-<Jinrcnsional srstems-orrented image of pers<.rrr-in-t he-
urrir'erse that is indeed integrarive in the rvay's desrred.

Befr.lrt' conrpleting this irnage, we might pause (o ask rhe
urlporl.tnt questton: lf the erperience oi individuairrr rs bur a

:rnall slit irr all rhere is to the rotaiitv of our eristence. rvhere r:
rlre e::ertce ol mJn, the berng ras opposed to the cld5sl to be
iourrd? tchoing Koestler.',rhere is the "gho:r in the
rn..rchrnc?" - lt i: here lirat lhe rrnage oi hunrarrkrnd esp<.ru.er.j
rrr lhe Pererrrri.:l Philosophv probablv pror,ide: ihe lrtsl single
.lll:\vCl':

Ihe.rlnru. the Self, is nerer born lnrJ nt,rer drr-.. l:,. rr rth-
oul J c,rusc and is elernall,, changeless. lr rr i.rcru'r(,1 lr:Ie.
urt born, iJermd nent, a nd L.( er na l. lt doet not u:c ,., n.r'r ine
Ll<.rdv tlie:. Conceaied irr the heart oi.rii berrrri:,,e. iiie
rtrll.r. th(.: 5rlrrrt. rhe Selt: rrnaller thur: the.111.1jj.,.; .111.r'.
gr(,dter tlr.rn the Hrcd(c5t )pJCes.
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Eramining the New lmage for Conceptual Feasibility
lf gne agrees that the thrust of evolurion seems to be to-

ward greater "consciousness" (i.e., increasing organization of
the bio-system, with "awareness" as the psychological
equivalent or complementary aspect of that organizarion),
the above framework provides the needed imagery for evolu-
tionary trowth, direction, and a holistic sense of meaning to
life. lt gives an open-ended and experimental sense of some-
thing to grow toward (both personally and culturally). Pur-
suit of higher states of awareness; increasing ability to inte-
grate knowledge and to coordinate and balance the relative
needs of the subsystem/system,/supersystem relationships;
and exploration of personal, interpersonal, and transperso-
nal aspects of existence - each of these contributes to the
emergence of an "ecological ethic" and a "self-realization
ethic"; to coordinared "satisficing"; and to goals of
"ephemeralization" that are consistent with limits to growth
of materialism. The term "thrust" has been chosen to des-
cribe this progress toward greater complexity and conscious-
ness, not to denote the goal of evolution, but rather the parh it
seems to take. Goal is a term which is associated with the con-
ceptual paradigm of linear causality; it is this paradigm that
somehow must be transcended, if only in part. lt is for this
reason also that we have singled out Dunn's term "procesd
teleology," because it explicitly avoids the difficulties of the
older concepts of vitalism and teleology.

To illustrate how the holistic image portrayed by this f rame-
work could adequately incorporate and reconcile the more
specialized images of humankind at various levels of develop-
ment, some additional discussion is necessary.

We postulate that each of the various specialized images
displayed in Figure 5 is appropriate to a given conrexr or
situation that has repeatedly been in human experience -
which is why they exist in the image reperrory of our various
cultures. We further observe that to the extent which rhe
person cannot manifest in an appropriate situation any of the
various "ways of being" connoted by the gradient of arvare-
ness, to that extent the person is deficient in w,ays that limir his
flexibility in dealing with a changing environment - hence
limit the survival potential of the race. fhe ability to fighr ef -
fectively (physically or psychologically) when one's survival
(physical or mental) is threatened; the ability to experience
aesthetic pleasure, to marvel at the mvstery of existence, and
to transcend one's individuality in a direo sense of participa-
rion in that mysterywhen appropriate-each oi these is a part
of the human experience through which each of us should be
able to flow in and our as iitting. The point is not rhat one
should necessarily f ight, cooperate, or meditate in anv or in all
circumstances (nor should one necessarily impugn others for
so doing), but rather that one should be able to do {ancj
accept others doing) any of these things when they f it, All oar-
take of the Center,

Neecjless to say, trade-offs are involved and coordination oi
different behaviors is required. As Jonas Saik has observed:

The conf lict in the human realm is now be(rveen "self-ex-
pression" ancj "self-res(rain(" within rhe individual, as

the effect of culrural evolurionary processes has re-
duced external re-<traint upon rhe individual.t:

t!'hile easy rnobiiitv across ihe various ierels oorrrayed bv
rhe gradient of arvareness is clearly in the rnrerests of the sur-
vival o[ the human race anci of the fulfillment oi each inci-
vidual's potentralitres, such freeCom needs to oeexerciseo' i-

ihe restraint that can derive in our era onlv from a holis,
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Man as Process
If the vision of the Perennial Philosophy is at all valid, this

Center is the only truly static image. lll of the other images of
the human which depict how the self manifests are but tem-
poraty, ever-changint attributes of that self, As Norbert
Weiner observed:

We are not stuff that abides, but patterns that perpetuate
themselves; whirlpools or water in an ever-flo*ing
river.rJ

Horv can the vision of the static self "hidden in all things" be
usef ully reconciled with the many visions of the quasi-:tatic -
but in reality, changing-visions of thevisibleself that we call
a person? tf the collective wisdom of the myths of various cul-
tures is to be trusted, the way of reconciliation is illuminated
by Eliade's lmage of the Center.'J The idea of "moving from
where we are not to where we most truly are" (William James)
is well expressed in a norv archaic meaning of the word
"weird" (Anglo-Saxon wyrd), which is a word related to the
Cerman werden, "to become." Standing in direct contrast to
the lndian notion ol dharma or the current Western notions
of socialization or conditioning (both of which see the indi-
vidual as necessarily subject to the law imposed by societv),
weird is an unfolding f rom within of what is potential.' (Note
that this is also the essential meaning of the root word
educere, "to bring forth, as something laient," from which
our word educate derives.) ln this image of reality - as with
Eliot's "still point of the turning world . . . Where past and
future are tathered"16 - the metaphvs.ical eround of the
person and what has brought him forth are one and the same.
To realize this Center of one's being is said to provide con-
ceptual reiease from the tyranny of such polarities as creator
and creature, good and evil, I and Thou, and freedom and
cieterminism

But as ai, outward manifestations ror partial images) par-
take equally of this Center (as f igure i depicts), we find thar
we now har'e the conceplual frarr,:work for an image of
humankind which, as ive shall see, comes very close to satis-
fying the characteristics we earlier cosrulated.

'Dharma, in rts c.rrrginal and pure sense. means 'innare tendency 'or
"true nature." ln human beings, this means to grow toward Seli-
Realization and Cosmic Consciousners.it (ed.) I
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perspective of life, growth, and evolution.
For these resources we emphasize the need for develop-

ment of imagery of person-as-(in)-process; for a vision of
Sfowth not as in getting above persons at one level atter
another (as some occultists are wont to do), but rather in the
expansion of awareness in both more and less inclusive direc-
tions; in the gaining of choices of appropriate behaviors that
partake of all lqvels but are coordinated by the more inclu-
sive ones; and in learning to dissolve fixations at any given
level, hence being more able continuously to f low f rom a pre-
dominant orientation at one level to one at another, accord-
ing to the needs of the environment and in appropriately
coordinated growth.

It is primarily in the above sense that we believe that a holis-
tic image such as the frame-work depicts could adequately
integrate the various aspects and past images of humankind
without blurring or invalidating their uniqueness; for only in
this way will we have on ontological basis for tolerance of dif-
ference and change.
' There are some difficulties wirh the framework as

presented above. The main one is that it is - in keeping with
the dominant conceptual paradigm oI Western culture - es-
sentially hierarchical in nature. Thus not only is the concep-
tion somewhat culture-bound; it does not easily integrate
newly emerging mutual-causal thoughts in science. Other
cultures have dominant conceptual paradigms that are es-
sentially non-hierarchical and are more mutualistic as re-
gards knowledge, ecology, and human development. As the
anthropologist Maruyama has pointed out many functions of
concern to a society are more usefully fulfilled by non-hier-
archically structured paradigms.tt But Maruyama also notes
that when a hierarchical/self-righteous and a mutualis-
ticlsymbiotic paradigm have come into intercultural con-
tact, the self-righteous paradigm has an almost irresistible
tendency to run over the mutualistic one.

A somewhat different but related problem arises in con-
nection with the exclusivist interpretation the .ludeo-
Christian tradition has put on transcendental images of man.
There appears to be a basic contradiction contained in this
tradition between the exclusivist (as in "no man cometh to the
Father but through me") and the universalist (Cod as omni-
potent, omniscient, and omnipresent, therefore all that is, is

God). The exclusivist is the tendency that has captured the
popular imagination in the mainstream religious traditions of
our culture. But this turns out to be not so much one side of a

contradiction as one arm of a dialectic, one element of a

paradox.
Better understood, these difficulties turn out to be based in

misunderstandings (which is not to say that they rvill not be
very real difficulties in a communication or political sense).
They arise from having to use traditional language to express
what are essentially non-traditional, "non-paradigm" con-
cepts.

Thus we have used words such as "gradient," "thrust," and
"hierarchy" when describing the evolutionary trend toward
greater complexity and consciousness. We have used
diagrams and tables which may seem to imply progression
from "primitive" to "sophisticated," or "lower" to "higher."
This mav seem to imply an elitist view of human evolution. lt
might have been helpful to adopt a circular model in which,
for exampie, the dreaming man of Jung would be cyclicly
linked to the superconscious man in a visual sysrem that im-
plieci ongoing process. But substiruring one metaphor or
visual image for another simply seerned to change rhe nature
of ihe difficuky.

t

The problem appears to be primarily that realiry is so much
richer, so much more multidimensional than any metaphor,
that all maps of reality lead to difficulties if rhey are mis-
takenly assumed to be literally true. Thus reality is hier-
archical in one sense and not in another, and man is separate
seeking self-fulfillment and yet parr of a unity in a sense that
makes self-fulfillment illusory. The "higher" fcrms of con-
sciousness may be similar to the psychic abilities ot "lowet"
forms of life (for example,'household pets, dolphins, plants)
in a way that makes the latter as "sophisticated" as the highest
transcendental characteristics evolving in the human species.

Thus it would appear that an emergent world-wide image
of man is conceptually feasible, providing we remain clear
that it is an image, or a set of metaphors, and that its real func-
tion is to lead toward the direct experiencing of what it can
only incompletely and inadequately express.

Winston Churchill stated that, "We shape our buildings and
then our buildings shape us." Similarly but in a larger and
more pervasive sense, we are being irrevocably shaped by oor
unprecendented urban-industrial environment which is

premised upon images of humankind whose historical origins
are far removed from contemgorary reality.

The decision to suppress image change or to allow societal
and image transformation confronts us with an impoftant
branch point in our history. The consequences of our deci-
sions in the next few decades will endure long into the future:

The environment men creare through their wants be-
comes a mirror that reflects their civilization; more im-
portantly it also constitutes a book in which is written the
formula of life that they communicate'to others and
transmit to succeeding generations.re

Human beings can become adapted to almost anything and
since our physical and psychoiogical endowments give us a

wide range of adaptive potentialities, it is crucial to dis-
tinguish between those images rhat foster a short-term (o/er-
able living environmenr and rhose that foster a long-term
desirable living environment. The dynamic characrer of adap-
tability is illustrated by a laboratory demonstration in which a

frog was placed in a beaker of boiling water and immediately
jumped out; when the frog was placed in a beaker of cold
water that was slowly ,,varmed to boiling temperarure, how-
ever, the temperature change was gradual and the frog
adapted in increments, making no attempt to escape until he
finally died. Analogously, rhe mere fao that a sociery can
generate an image of the human and, for a time, adapt to it
does not necessarily ensure that it would be a desirable thing
to do. We make errors and inadvertently accept images which
may prove lethal borh ro our existence as beings seeking to
unfold our poten(ials, and ro our physical exisrence as an
evolving species. Given our capacity to adapt - even to the
point of virtual self-destruction - it is difiicuit to know
whether or not we may have already gone too far with our
industrial images. Given the apparenr momenrum of the
industrial dynamic, it is difficult to know wherher rve could
turn back even if it seemed we had gone too far.

Nonetheless, we are still confronted wirh rhe exrstential
choice: ". . . in matlers of life . . . it does not rnatier vr,,hether
the chance for cure is 51 percent or 5 percent. Life is pre-
carious and unpredicrable, anC rhe only way to live is to make
every effort to save rt as long as rhere is a possibrlitv of doing
so."'o We can eirher involve ourselves in the recreative self
and societal discoverv oi an image of humar':k ind appro-
priate for our iuture, rvith artendant societal and personai
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consequences, or we can choose not to make any choice and,

instead, adapt to whatever fate, and the choices of others,

bring along. t

Life is occupied both in perpetuating itself and in surpas'

sing iuelf; if all it does is maintain itself, then living is only
not dying.

- Simone de Beauvoir
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